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modified boolean logic;
same transcrip regulators  can work at difft times and difft places to regulate development...

ALS model mouse;  how to build precise neuron types  (there are thousands of difft types)
fate-restricted neurons;

broad generalizable chasses...

most interested in cerebral cortex... espec in corticospinal motor neurons  CSMN  (espec in ALS)

sit in motor cortex...  across in white matter...
fine movement....

but in rodents  they are important in forelimbs (fine mvmt)  eating cheese  but so important to hind limbs...
he studies mice...

pyrams:  with basal dendrites and apical dendrites with beautif arbor at top...  will ignore dendritic connex...

but focus today on  very very long axons.. all the way down to spine...


ALS  Lou Gehrig's disease  in ALS  get degen of CSMN and in spinal motor neurons...

in layer 5 of motor strip they are surrounded by neurons of immense diveristy.. even in layer 5...

lots of smaller pyrams in layer 5;

how do the big pyrams in layer 5 (the CSMNs) get specified as distinct from the other small pyrams
(that are also glutamatergic, excit)  how some decide to go decide deep south to spine and others go
across the callosum to other side;

so how are progenitor  (stem cell)  controls to make this distinction...


how to replace diseased neurons;  understand cell death... etc

some qs;
1)  is it possible for immature neurons to integrate within adult neocortex and join comlex circuitry... YES
if they have surrounding neuron partners... ie if only one type as degenerated)


2)  is it poss to recruit entirely new neurons into neocortex from progenitors  within adult brain... YES

****
ventricular zone... the paleo progenitors... cortex expands inside-out

at E10 (10th embryo day)  it's just ventric zone  progenitors

within layer 5 and 6: all the cortifugal cell bodies reside...
all born on the same chassis and then get modified;
(but callosals  that are in layer 2... are built on a difft chassis)

we encounter huge diversity of cars....
we look at markers  of neurons...
do not look just at the red paint and the mag wheels  (that stuff might be on a toyota and on a ferrari)

want to understand combinatoric trasncriptome...  but too simplistic...
(cuz  regulators  may produce red and mag wheels... so don't just study all fast neurons etc)

******


Paulo Arlotta
and Brad Molyneaux   two of his former workers in his lab...

what made bifurcaiton decisions (to determine fate of developing progenitors in layer 5.


so compare  a bunch of corticofugals
a) CSMNs (corticospinal motor neurons) and B  corticotectal CTPN  corticotectal projeciton neurons  and
c)  CThPN  corticothalamic projection neurons

Lisa Catapano injected fluor microspheres into CST in cord or brainstem in mice inE17;

this work is from arlotta, molyn in Neuron in 2005


they could separate out the 3 types of cells

found abt 25  transcription regulators;

genes specifically expressed in CSMN and sub-cerebral projection neurons

example 1:  CTIP2  a zinc finger DNA binding protein....

got some  ctip2 neg/neg mutant mice....

they had NO corticospinal projections

they do NOT make to spinal cord  (and only a few make it to the pons....

so he story starts with CTIP2  but there are others

next work is  AZIM  Nat Neurosci 2009

shoed development of progentiros...  Sox6  (but many difft neuron types in the Sox6 layer)

but these regulators effect is dose-dependent!

Sox 5  interacts with CTIP2 to control differentiation

so... all corticofugal neurons are one underlying chassis  (like a partially built ferrari that does not yet know
whether it will be a convertible or sedan)

only the Blhb5  beome  CSMNs.....

is there a broader class degen in ALS?  poss.

(he says kreeg STINE... not steen)

areal diversity... same regulator may be having difft effect in difft areas...

model for ALS... hSOD1 transgenic mutant mice...

all the subcerebral projeciton degenerate...  massive degen of axons....

from Ozdinler;

BUT  CSMN are not really one population there are bulbar, cervical and lumbar projecting... and there are diseases
that afflict each population....  so must be something that makes each separ population vulnerable...


what controls segmental specificity  (eg  whether  bulbar, ceriv or lumbar)

slide:  mouse  eating cheese and pianist...
difference with cervical in mouse is that theya re monsynaptic... give finer control  (that just synap to a central patern gen in the lumbar spine)

there is a rodunculus  (with forepaw vs hindpaw)

Keap1-like is ONLY expressed by CSMN cervicals  and not  CSMN lumbars.

may be a cervical STOP signal....  if we delete keap1-like expression...then  they do NOT stop
they go all the way down to lumbar cord;

Nztf3  can change balance btwn sensory and motor neurons  (a zinc finger transc regulator).... works across areas of cortex.


do callosuall neurons know where to target on the opposite hemisphere...
normally should be sending to homotypic locaiton on contralateral hemisphere...

barrel field... whisker  normally beuatiful organiztion but absence of Nztf3  clobbers the organizaiton...

multi-step combinatorial controls

great new yorker cover with ice cream cones  1986.... (showing evolutionary tree of cones)


czupryn... et al in Science in 2011...  transplanted immature neurons and they did integrate!!!


might enable directed repair....

Q:  subcerebral?  means  pyrams that send projections  out below the cortex... eg  corticotectal



